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Discussions are taking place both in the United States and in Europe about how governments should respond to both disasters and crises, and how citizens’ non-desirable behaviour might be managed with respect to such disasters. Here we examine the role that risk attitudes and risk perceptions play in decision making behaviour of individuals in times of crises and disasters and how knowledge about individual behaviour and its drivers may be helpful when developing policy. The proposed framework complements the existing literature, thereby further enriching the knowledge of crises and disaster management.
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Introduction

The Government warned tonight that new terrorist attacks were planned against the United States in the next week, but it offered no specifics about the nature of the attacks or what the targets might be (Rosenbaum and Johnston, 2001).

For decades, experts had warned of a bioterrorist attack . . . Federal officials, faced with a chaotic situation that changed hourly, were first faulted for being alarmist as they shut down the House of Representatives, and then for under-reacting tragically by minimizing the threat (Chen et al., 2001).

‘The conditions have to be absolutely perfect to have a hurricane become this strong,’ said then-National Hurricane Center Director Max Mayfield, noting that Katrina may yet be more powerful than the last Category 5 storm, 1992’s Hurricane Andrew, which at 165 mph leveled parts of South Florida, killed 43 people and caused $31 billion in damage. ‘It’s capable of causing catastrophic damage,’ Mayfield said. ‘Even well-built structures will have tremendous damage. Of course, what we’re really worried about is the loss of lives’ (Breed, 2005).

Jefferson Parish President Aaron Broussard said some who have ridden out previous storms in the New Orleans area may not be so lucky this time. ‘I’m expecting that some people who are die-hards will die hard,’ he said (Breed, 2005).

The world is increasingly exposed to potential disasters and crises and, as a result, the role of both government and corporate policy makers becomes progressively more
complicated. The inability to respond swiftly and effectively to a crisis can devastate an entire community, a company, and even an industry across a country or continent. Crises with an uncertain content (for example, a deadly outcome for citizens) and uncertain likelihood of actually being exposed to that content are particularly hard to manage for policy makers. Examples of crises exhibiting great uncertainty with profound impacts on a group of citizens include terrorism, natural disaster, disease epidemic, food contamination, and product defectiveness.

Terrorist attacks, such as that on 11 September 2001, and natural disasters, such as Hurricane Katrina in 2005, clearly showed that policy makers and government officials must understand how and why their citizens react in the face of such disasters. The looming—and highly uncertain—prospect of a world-wide avian influenza, for example, creates a condition where citizen behaviour may contribute to potential loss of human life and to the demise of international poultry industries. Corporations must respond to consumer crises related to defective products as well, as exhibited by the Johnson and Johnson Tylenol tampering in 1982 and US Firestone tyre cases in 2002. Furthermore, the mad cow disease crisis in Germany showed that the cumulative effect of citizen decisions (in this case the consumption of beef) may bring an entire industry to the edge of bankruptcy (Pennings et al., 2002).

The characterization of the risks involved with these events is not in question. Rather, the effective delivery of communication about the risks will largely define how successfully those risks are characterized (National Research Council, 1996). The above examples of crises and disasters provide evidence for an organized approach to risk communication from a policy standpoint, building upon the accepted practice of adequately informing involved parties from a respected and trusted source (National Research Council, 1989). Furthermore, the examples above show that there is a need for a framework that allows for a better understanding of decision making behaviour in times of crisis and disaster. Such a framework can complement the existing concepts on disaster management (see Barton, 1969; Tierney, 1993; Quarantelli, 1997; Tierney et al., 2001) and may help to formulate an effective policy tool to manage crises and disasters. In particular such a framework would be able to address two of the essential components in the management of disasters: allowing ‘the adequate processing of information’ and permitting ‘the proper exercise of decision-making’ (Quarantelli, 1997, p. 45) through effective management of elements of the social, psycho-social, and cognitive decision making processes used by community members in the face of a crisis (Tierney et al., 2001).

The objective of this paper is to increase our understanding of the role of risk attitudes and risk perceptions in individual decision making behaviour in times of crises and disasters and how such a risk behaviour framework may be used as a tool to manage uncertain crises and to formulate effective strategies to respond to citizens’ reactions. Established bodies of work exist with respect to both disaster communication (for example, Mileti et al., 1990; Quarantelli, 1990; Mileti and Fitzpatrick, 1992) and to decision making by individuals and groups in crisis situations (for example, Fritz and Marks, 1954; Fritz, 1961; Barton, 1969; Drabek and Haas, 1969; Dynes,
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This paper examines the drivers of individual decision making behaviour in times of disasters, thereby extending the established works by creating a bridge between disaster communication and decision making by individuals and groups.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. First, building on the risk behaviour literature, we introduce a conceptual model that explains citizen behaviour in times of risk and uncertainty. The main drivers in this model are risk attitudes and risk perceptions. Second, since policy makers are not only confronted with the individual risk behaviour of citizens, but also have to deal with the behaviour of all citizens, we focus as well on the behavioural outcome space (BOS) which represents cumulative effect of all individual behaviours. Based on the conceptual model, we show how policy makers can influence the BOS in order to manage crises. We discuss the conceptual model in the context of September 11, and the subsequent use of the Homeland Security Advisory System (HSAS), and Hurricane Katrina’s 2005 US landfall. Finally, we conclude with a discussion.

Conceptual framework

The risk behaviour literature (Pratt, 1964; Arrow, 1971; MacCrimmon and Wehrung, 1986; Slovic, 1987; Pennings and Wansink, 2004) identifies two dimensions that play an important role in how decision makers respond to risk: the content of the risk and the likelihood of actual exposure to that content. The first dimension refers to the impact of an event: the possibility of a young child contracting chickenpox or the common cold in the general population carries different consequences (i.e., contents) than a possible nuclear attack by terrorists. For most decision makers, the latter situation would have a greater impact than the former, as the consequences of a nuclear attack seem to reach much further than a child contracting chickenpox or a normally-healthy adult catching a cold. The second dimension reflects the likelihood of the risk content actually becoming manifest. This likelihood can either be known or unknown, whereby the former situation is referred to as risk, the latter as uncertainty (Knight, 1933). Hirshleifer and Riley (1992) disregard Knight’s distinction between risk and uncertainty, but make a distinction between hard and soft probability. Other researchers use the term ambiguity when referring to the situation when probabilities of the event are not known.

These two dimensions, risk content and the likelihood of exposure, are directly related to the two fundamental drivers of decision-making behaviour under risk and uncertainty: risk attitude and risk perception (Pratt, 1964; Arrow, 1971; Pennings and Wansink, 2004). Risk attitude reflects a decision maker’s general predisposition to a particular risk in a consistent way, and hence is formed by the content of that risk (i.e., the first dimension). Risk perception reflects the decision maker’s own interpretation of the likelihood of being exposed to the content of the risk, and may therefore be defined as a decision maker’s assessment of the uncertainty of the risk content inherent in a particular situation (Pennings and Smidts, 2000; Pennings and Smidts,
Hence, it is driven by the likelihood of exposure to the risk content (i.e., the second dimension). Risk attitudes range from extremely risk averse (i.e., refusing any risk under any condition) to extremely risk seeking (i.e., always preferring a risk-carrying outcome), while risk perceptions range from high to no risk perception at all (i.e., perceiving a high likelihood of the risk content occurring versus perceiving the likelihood to be minimal).

The framework that we propose is based on the notable research done by Pratt (1964) and Arrow (1971). In Pratt and Arrow’s work, risk management, reflected in the risk premium \( \pi \), is a function of risk attitude (risk aversion \( r \)), the situation (base wealth \( W \)) and perceived risk (with a mean of \( \varepsilon \) and variance \( \sigma^2 \) of source of additional wealth \( \sigma^2 \)). Pratt’s risk premium \( \pi \), which would leave the decision maker indifferent between being exposed to the risk or not being exposed to the risk, can be formulated as:

\[
EU(W + \varepsilon) = \int U(W + \varepsilon) f(\varepsilon) d\varepsilon = U(W + \int \varepsilon f(\varepsilon) d\varepsilon - \pi)
\]

where \( U(.) \) is the von Neumann–Morgenstern utility and \( f(.) \) the probability density function of additional wealth \( \varepsilon \). It can be shown that the risk premium \( \pi \) is equal to

\[
\pi = \frac{1}{2} \int \varepsilon^2 f(\varepsilon) d\varepsilon - \frac{U''(W)}{U'(W)} \sigma^2, \quad (1)
\]

where \( r(W) = -\frac{U''(W)}{U'(W)} \), the Pratt–Arrow coefficient of absolute risk aversion. Equation 1 demonstrates that risk management behaviour depends on risk attitude \( r(W) \), risk perception \( \sigma^2 \), and their interaction (Pratt, 1964; Arrow, 1971; Pennings and Wansink, 2004).

Based on the risk behaviour theory, the behaviour of a decision maker in times of a crisis or disaster can be formulated as:

\[
B_i = f(RA_i + RP_i + RA_i * RP_i)
\]

where \( B_i \) is the risk behaviour of decision maker \( i \), \( RA_i \) the decision maker’s \( i \) risk attitude, \( RP_i \) decision maker’s \( i \) risk perception and \( RA_i * RP_i \) and the interaction between the two.

Pennings and Wansink (2004) showed that by de-coupling risk response behaviour into the separate components of risk perception and risk attitude (as is done in Equations [1] and [2]), a more robust conceptualization and prediction of consumer reactions is possible. The insights that result from de-coupling risk perceptions and risk attitudes can yield important managerial implications.

If risk perception is the main driver of citizens’ reactions, effective communication of research information will be a powerful tool in changing behaviour. Providing and communicating the ‘true’ probabilities of being exposed to the risk (when possible) will
then be a useful way to respond to citizens’ concerns. If, on the other hand, risk attitude is the true driver behind citizens’ responses, effective communication of the probabilities of risk exposure will have little influence on citizen behaviour, even if these probabilities are small. Instead, policy makers will have to focus on the content of the risk.

Different sources of risk information (for example, Kasperson et al., 1988; Viscusi, 1997; Menon et al., 2002) and different operationalizations and presentations of the risk probabilities (for example, Tversky and Kahneman, 1981; National Research Council, 1989; Heath et al., 1995) are known to alter the public perception of the risk, and consequently public behaviour. The presentation of risk probabilities are often difficult for citizens to understand. Comparisons to previously known singular dimension risks are often used by policy makers (National Research Council, 1989). These comparisons do not necessarily consider that different events carry different characteristics. Because risk attitudes and risk perceptions are context specific, comparisons between consequences are difficult. The comparisons must not trivialize the potential crisis, yet also must be meaningful enough to be effective (National Research Council, 1989). Different operationalizations can be used to compare risks, including probabilities (quantitative or percentage) and 1-in-X outcomes (such as death or injury). However these operationalizations may lead to different responses, a phenomenon known as the framing effect (Tversky and Kahneman, 1981).

**Behavioural outcome space**

In times of crises, policy makers are not dealing with the risk behaviour of a single decision maker. Rather, they are responding to the behaviours of a large number of decision makers. Often, the behaviours of citizens in times of crises are heterogeneous: some citizens will not be affected by the ongoing threats at all, while others may react by buying extra food, evacuating, hoarding antibiotics, barricading their homes, and so on. The behavioural outcome space (BOS) reflects the variety of citizens’ reactions to a (potential) crisis. The BOS is defined as the set of all individual behavioural outcomes and as such is the aggregate behaviour that policy makers are confronted with (for example, Pennings et al., 2005). Following equations (1) and (2), the BOS, which contains all possible behaviours of decision makers, is spanned by the decision makers’ risk attitudes and risk perceptions. Furthermore, we hold that the BOS is driven by the interaction between decision makers as well: the fact that the neighbours are buying equipment to protect themselves against terrorist threats or are evacuating to avoid a storm may influence our own behaviour. Therefore, the behavioural outcome space is the summation across all behaviours of a community or cohort, as well as the interaction between them. It can be written as:

\[
BOS = \int_{i=1}^{I} B_i + B_{i+1} + \ldots + B_I + B_i \times B_{i+1} + \ldots + B_{I-1} \times B_I = \]

\[
\int_{i=1}^{I} (R_A_i + R_P_i + R_A_i \times R_P_i) + \prod_{i=1}^{I} (R_A_i + R_P_i + R_A_i \times R_P_i)
\]

(3)
where $BOS$ is the behavioural outcome space, reflecting the set of decision makers’ behaviours, $B_i$ is the behavioural outcome of decision maker $i$, $RA_i$ the risk attitude of decision maker $i$, and $RP_i$, the risk perception of decision maker $i$.

It is of eminent importance to policy makers to keep the behavioural outcome space as small as possible, as this minimizes the chances of extreme and non-desirable behaviour (Schuster et al., 2001). Minimizing the BOS reduces the uncertainty about citizen reactions, making it easier for policy makers to develop a policy and to communicate it to the people. Moreover, it is easier for policy makers to respond to citizen reactions when their reactions are homogenous.

**Risk versus uncertainty in times of crises**

Risk and uncertainty are two different concepts, and the difference is crucial for managing the BOS. A ‘risky’ situation, as defined previously, is a situation in which the occurrence probability of the risky event is known, as well as the risk content. In real life various situations can be defined as risky. For example, decision makers in the stock market deal with systematic risk, which they can objectively calculate (a stock’s Beta). The risk content is well-understood: if you buy a share of stock for US$20, the maximum loss you may incur is US$20. The likelihood of actual exposure to that risk content can be formulated in concrete probabilities.

However, in the types of crises that governments have increasingly been facing, risk is not exactly known or estimable. Will a terrorist attack, for example, manifest itself as the bombing of a building or the hijacking of an airplane? What is the probability of such an attack? In such a situation decision makers are unable to form a risk attitude, as they do not know the exact content of the risk, nor can they form a risk perception, as they are incapable of judging the likelihood (i.e., probability) of exposure to the risk content. In terms of equations (2) and (3), this implies that the risk attitude and risk perception of decision maker $i$ have become uncertain variables themselves in the equation. This results in a flatter distribution function (i.e., larger variances) of risk attitudes and risk perceptions than would have been the case had the risk content and the probability of exposure been known. A flatter distribution in risk attitudes and risk perceptions causes the BOS to increase. That is, since risk attitudes and risk perceptions span the entire behavioural outcome space, this outcome space will increase as risk attitudes and risk perceptions become uncertain variables. This increases the chances of what might be called extreme and, as such, undesirable behaviour within the behavioural outcome space. Extreme or unwanted behaviour may become manifest as individual behaviour, such as a reluctance to travel or stockpiling medication or gasoline, or as collective behaviour, causing economic phenomena such as stock-market crashes, medication shortages, or gasoline shortages and price spikes.

Figure 1 visualizes the relationships between the BOS on the one hand and the variation of risk attitudes and risk perceptions and their drivers (information density on the content of the risk and on the chance that the risk content occurs, respectively)
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Figure 1 The drivers of the behavioural outcome space

Note: Bi is the behavioural outcome of decision maker i. The behavioural outcome space is the set of all individual behavioural outcomes. The figure shows that the behavioural outcome space is spanned by the variations in risk attitudes and risk perceptions. These variations increase as the information density on the content of the risk and on the chance of exposure to the risk content decrease, thereby expanding the behavioural outcome space.

on the other hand. Figure 1 shows that the behavioural outcome space is the sum of the behaviours of all individual decision makers (written in the figure as B).

Policy makers can minimize the BOS by clarifying the risk content (for example, a bomb threat or nuclear threat) and by concretely defining the likelihood of exposure as much as possible (i.e., probabilities or degrees of risk: high, medium or low) (Anand, 2002). It should be noted that the process of influencing the BOS (through the activities of the policy makers, for example) may itself entail risk, which may complicate the efforts of policy makers.

There are natural risks related to shaping outcomes of individual decision making and community behaviour. Risks include such issues as liability, the amount of information available to citizens (‘informed consent’), an imbalance in access to information and resources, biases in risk quantification and communication, and government accountability (National Research Council, 1989). Another important complication that may present when providing information directly to citizens is that decision making power may be given back to citizens, and citizens may inefficiently or undesirably recreate decision making processes that they originally allocated to government (National Research Council, 1989).
We illustrate and discuss the framework for two crises/disasters—September 11 and Hurricane Katrina—because they are different from one another in nature, but similar in 1) the media attention, 2) the potential for recurrence within a community and geographic area, and 3) the extrapolation to similar terrorist and natural disaster events worldwide. We wish to illustrate how our framework can provide potential practical help, the ways in which the framework is not able to capture the complexity of a real-life crisis/disaster, and how the framework complements the existing literature.

**Government’s response to uncertain crises**

**Terrorism warnings**

‘More attempts and possible attacks are a distinct possibility. This possibility requires all of us to continue walking the fine line of staying alert on the one hand, without causing undue alarm on the other hand.’ Then–Federal Bureau of Investigation Director Robert S. Mueller III (Mueller, 2001).

[Then–Attorney General John Ashcroft said that] the administration chose a conservative course and put out a general warning, although there was not full agreement in the government about whether that was the right thing to do (Rosenbaum and Johnston, 2001).

A heated debate emerged after the Bush administration issued warnings against terrorist attacks. Our framework suggests that this policy is only useful when the government warnings contain information about the content of the risk and the likelihood of exposure to the risk, the two dimensions that help citizens form risk attitudes and risk perceptions, and hence, narrow the BOS (reducing undesirable behaviour). In terms of Figure 1: increasing the information density on the content of the risk (i.e., moving from east to west on the x-axis), and increasing the information density on the likelihood of exposure to the risk content (i.e., moving from north to south on the y-axis) narrows the BOS. Statements that do not contain information about the two dimensions that drive risk attitudes and perceptions will only lead to an expansion of the BOS, thereby increasing the chances of unwanted behaviour. In terms of Figure 1, such statements, as quoted above, lead to a shift from west to east on the x-axis and from south to north on the y-axis, thereby expanding the BOS.

On 12 March 2002, Governor Tom Ridge, then–secretary of the US Department of Homeland Security introduced the Homeland Security Advisory System (HSAS). The HSAS is a means of disseminating information regarding the risk of terrorist acts to federal, state and local authorities and to people in the United States. The system’s Green, Blue, Yellow, Orange and Red level system (ranging from low to severe) represents the second dimension, as it refers to the general likelihood of exposure to the content of the risk, thereby helping to contribute to the y-axis of the BOS. This system enables decision makers to form more adequate risk perceptions, thereby decreasing the variations in risk perception and narrowing the BOS. The first dimension, the content of a crisis, has not traditionally been clearly formulated in the HSAS, probably for national security reasons.
The US Government Accounting Office (GAO), in a June 2004 report, acknowledged that to ‘ensure early and comprehensive information sharing and allow for informed decision making, risk communication experts suggest that threat warnings should include the following principles: (1) communication through multiple methods, (2) timely notification, and (3) specific information on the nature, location, and timing of threats as well as guidance on actions to take in response to threats’ (USGAO, 2004, p. 4). Despite these attempts to influence both the risk attitudes and risk perceptions of the threats, the report made clear that federal and state agencies sometimes received notification of threat level changes after it had already been reported by the media, and also that they received little information regarding the site, timing or nature of the threat (USGAO, 2004). As changes are made to the HSAS system, more site-specific threat information is communicated to the public, such as the threat-level increase to Orange on 1 August 2004 in the financial districts of New York City, Northern New Jersey, and Washington DC. However, little information was made available regarding the timing or nature of the threat (Ganderton et al., 2004). Thus, while citizens’ risk perceptions were easily influenced, and the BOS narrowed in that regard, the lack of information about the risk content (thereby reducing the heterogeneity in risk attitudes) could not further narrow the BOS.

As a result, it remains difficult for decision makers to form a risk attitude regarding the imminent threat. Particularly during extremely dangerous crises like terrorism, the BOS is mainly determined by those same risk attitudes (Pennings et al., 2002). Finding ways to meet decision makers’ needs for accurate information about the exact contents of crises (i.e., moving from east to west on the x-axis in Figure 1) is the main challenge for policy makers. Meeting these needs by, for example, providing real probabilities of risk content to decrease uncertainty, will narrow the BOS and hence contribute to internal stability and unity in times of crisis. Again, the presentation of risk characteristics exist in different formats and with different comparisons, some more appropriate for shaping drivers of citizen decision making than others, and some more appropriate for certain populations than others. The necessity to provide citizens with information that is both high in accuracy, consistency and quality, and from a trusted source is essential (National Research Council, 1989). We acknowledge, however, that there may be circumstances in which providing accurate information may conflict with and compromise the mission of government intelligence and defence services.

**Hurricane communications**

'We are facing a storm that most of us have long feared . . . this is a once-in-a-lifetime event.'

C. Ray Nagin, Mayor of New Orleans (Breed, 2005).

Government communications also affect the actions of citizens in times of natural disaster such as the 2005 US hurricane season, the most costly season of natural disasters ever in the United States. The season included Hurricane Katrina (Gulf Coast/New Orleans, La., 29 August 2005), Hurricane Rita (Texas, 24 September
Questions that were raised by the public after the disaster included: were the citizens properly warned? Why did the evacuation order for Katrina not result in complete evacuation of citizens? What could the government have done to project the risk content of Katrina more adequately? While we are unable to address these questions in detail we discuss them in terms of the proposed conceptual model by examining the information that the citizens received, and how that information affected risk attitudes and risk perceptions. The question then becomes: did the government give appropriate information to create the narrowest BOS possible, leading to outcomes with the greatest societal benefit?

Risk attitude is driven by the risk content: in this context, the degree of destruction and damage that the storm causes. Risk perception in this context is the perceived likelihood that the storm strikes a particular location. One factor that might affect the perceived risk content would be the impact of previous storms, knowledge of which might be gained from memory (if the storm was recent enough), or through information communicated by the government to represent adequately the potential impact of the storm. An assessment of the likelihood of being struck by the storm would be influenced by such services as the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA), a service of the US Department of Commerce. The NOAA provides storm-tracking images that predict the path of the storm, and specifically the probabilities of the eye of the storm striking within a particular geographic area. These images are widely disseminated through the media and via the internet prior to a particularly menacing storm. Thus, information to alter the risk perception of the citizen is easily available and quickly disseminated.

Hurricane Katrina was projected as a Category 5 storm with destructive potential that could mimic Hurricane Camille (New Orleans, 1969) and Hurricane Andrew (Florida, 1992), and whose impact was foreshadowed by its destructive journey across Cuba before entering the Gulf of Mexico. A hurricane of that magnitude had not struck New Orleans in nearly 45 years. NOAA strike probability maps of Katrina clearly predicted the arrival of the storm to the New Orleans area 48 hours prior to landfall (NOAA, 2005).

In terms of the BOS framework, it seems that the risk content for Katrina was inadequately communicated while the risk probability was adequately communicated through the NOAA projections. Evacuation rates may have been low in certain areas because those citizens did not adequately understand or know the potential power of the storm (risk content thus driving risk attitude), even if they knew the high probability of the storm hitting them (risk perception). Since those citizens did not fully understand the risk content, and therefore were unable to form risk attitudes, they may not have personalized the risk to the potential effects on their lives (Tierney et al., 2001). Despite awareness of disaster increasing with frequent recurrence (Tierney, 1993), this may suggest the necessity for improved clarity in the communication of the risk content, including pictures and videos from past hurricane destruction and testimonies from older community members. Since personal experience with a crisis
increases future accuracy of crisis perception (Tierney, 1993) and preparation (Tierney et al., 2001), appealing to older (and theoretically more experienced) community members to aid in communication throughout the community may result in a general improvement of the perception of the content of the crisis’ risk. On the other hand, repeat exposure to similar crises may breed a ‘disaster subculture’, in which community members simply accept the risk and potential loss (Wenger and Weller, 1973). This may be especially true for repeated crises with decreased risk content, for example with many years of mild and minimally-damaging storms during the annual hurricane season. In the case of Katrina’s strike on New Orleans, the 2004 near-miss of Hurricane Ivan may have encouraged development of the ‘disaster subculture’ and a numbing effect with respect to hurricane communications (Alexander, 2005). To encourage proper preparation and evacuation with a looming hurricane like Katrina, community members who have seen only minimal damage from hurricanes (and thus are established in the disaster subculture) could be educated by (local) government agencies and by older community members who remember the devastating impact of Hurricane Betsy (1965).

We acknowledge here that myriad other circumstances may result in an incomplete evacuation, including socioeconomic disparities and logistic disorganization. Work by Gladwin and Peacock (1997) has shown that African-American and Hispanic households were less likely to evacuate from Hurricane Andrew, a phenomenon again seen in the African-American community with regard to Hurricane Katrina. This, taken in combination with the difficulty reported by single mothers in responding effectively to hurricane warnings through home preparation and evacuation (Enarson and Morrow, 1998), and the influence of poverty, disability, social isolation, and educational level on evacuation (Willigen et al., 2002), created situations where at-risk populations were left largely exposed to the crisis at hand.

Discussion
The conceptual framework implies that it is beneficial for policy makers to turn an uncertain situation into a risk situation, as it decreases the behavioural outcome space. A practical question for future research is how risk attitudes and risk perceptions are formed, and which means of communication impact upon and shape risk attitudes and risk perceptions. Hence, research on the decision maker’s construction of risk perception and risk attitude is needed. Related to that is the question of what are the drivers of risk attitudes and risk perceptions.

The proposed framework is a natural extension of the framework proposed by Kasperson et al. (1988) on the social amplification of risk. Their framework extends the analysis of risk with specific qualities known to influence public responses to crisis, including biases, interests (economic and otherwise) and cultural values.

In any communication event, and importantly in those in times of crises, there is an important balance between the quality and quantity of the information provided. The quality of information provided to citizens must be balanced with the predilection
to provide ample, even overwhelming, amounts of information. Finally, as addressed by Kasperson et al. (1988), there is the inherent trust that citizens either have or lack in the information from a specific source, and the assumption that response agencies will function according to plan (National Research Council, 1996). This is particularly important when considering the various stakeholders who are providing information, and their often diverging goals and disparate methods of achieving those goals (National Research Council, 1996).

The proposed framework, for simplicity, does not take into account directly variation based upon factors such as age, race/ethnicity, gender, or socioeconomic status, but indirectly through risk attitude and risk perceptions, as the latter two may be influenced by these factors. It is well known that these factors, among others, play a role in creating different vulnerabilities in the risk population, and thus differences in the response to a crisis or a communication (Phillips and Morrow, 2005). Similarly, the proposed framework cannot account for the citizen’s perceived locus of control or belief in the role of a higher power in controlling outcomes related to crisis and disaster (Sims and Baumann, 1972). It may, however, contribute to the ‘suggestive illustration of how man’s personality is active in determining the quality of his interaction with nature’ that Sims and Baumann proposed (1972, p. 1391).

The proposed framework assumes a ‘command-and-control’ model (Tierney, 1993), with one central communicator providing information that is aligned around common and agreed-upon goals, with a central route for attaining the goals. In reality, organizations may behave differently during disasters, and may align themselves more along the ‘problem-solving’ model (Tierney, 1993). Further research may examine the nature of a problem-solving model as a driver of the behavioural outcome space.

Trust that an individual citizen has in the source of information is a real-life limitation to today’s disaster response and relief efforts, in light of citizen anger toward government responses to Hurricane Katrina. The framework that we propose does not explicitly include trust. In a repeat-play model with inherent contradictory messages, trust becomes increasingly important with each disaster encountered (National Research Council, 1989) and by the continued communication of risk by authority figures (Tierney et al., 2001). Further research that integrates trust with the quality and quantity of information in the proposed framework is encouraged.

**Conclusion**

Recent crises and disasters have shown that it is difficult for policy makers to respond to citizen reactions to crises. A framework that systematically analyzes how individuals respond to crises, by examining the factors that drive risk behaviour and by relating individual behaviour to aggregate behaviour, may be helpful when developing policies. In this paper we make a first attempt to come up with a framework, rooted in the theory of risk and uncertainty, that analyzes citizens’ reactions to crises and disasters in a systematic way. Such a framework may complement previous work.
Responding to crises and disasters: the role of risk attitudes and risk perceptions on both individual and community responses to crises by incorporating the drivers (for example, risk attitude and risk perception) of individual decision making that shape individual and community response toward crises, thereby enriching our knowledge about crises and disaster management. The key element of the framework is that we de-couple risk behaviour in risk attitude and risk perception and that we link these two components to the behavioural outcome space (for example, the set of all individual behavioural outcomes). It is the behavioural outcome space that needs to be managed during a crisis or disaster, which is done through appropriate communication, management, and shaping of risk attitudes and risk perceptions.
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Endnote
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